
 

 

1.226 billion years ago, in what is known today as the “Pigeon” Mountain Range of Georgia, an 

underground Volcano violently erupted causing days of enormous explosions. These eruptions formed 

valleys of granite, and rocky structures through-out (what is known today as the State of Georgia). Most 

of the rocky, and granite structures we see today in Georgia (including Stone Mountain) were formed 

from the eruptions of the Pigeon Volcano.  

The Pigeon Volcano was once the most active volcano in this region, but it is now dormant, and is the 

most forgotten volcano in North America.    

Southwest Georgia is where 1,960 trillion tons of lava was blasted 19,000 feet above sea level. It is 

believed that upon the lava’s return to the ground, the largest part of the state of Georgia was created. 

 It is theory by the world’s greatest Seismologists that 1.226 billion years ago, the Pigeon Volcano had 60 

violent eruptions per day for 59 consecutive days, and has not erupted since.  Out of this volcanic chaos 

was formed a stony river and waterfall named by the Native People of this land as “The Sondial River, 

and The Saadia Waterfall”.  These names were given because the Natives believed that “Out of those 

massive and powerful eruptions came the lives of many sons and daughters from the womb of 

destruction”. Saadia means power, and Sondial means source. 

The Sondial River’s, and The Saadia Waterfall’s water source is from a constantly flowing underground 

spring from a deep cavern in the earth’s core. The natives believe that the water that supplies this river 

and waterfall are sourced from the wells of Heaven. They believe that 1.226 billion years ago, GOD 

drenched that volcanic fire with water from wells in heaven, and forever blessed the river and waterfall 

with the eternal flow of water from heaven. 

The Sondial River and Saadia Waterfall flow into the Sondi Sound, which then empties into the Libido 

Ocean. The Libido Ocean is the World’s smallest and the World’s only freshwater Ocean. The Libido 

Ocean is full of aquatic life, and because the water is from heaven, its occupants have eternal life. The 

Libido Ocean is also known to cause an incredible spike in a woman’s Libido that can lasts for several 

days by soaking her feet in the Ocean. This libido condition can be problematic for some people, so 

people are encourage to soak with caution.  


